Sweet Baby Hawk Tutu
for Seahawk Fans
Designed by Nickie at our Northgate store

How to Make
1. From the tulle, cut 3" x WOF strips; then cut
each strip in half at fold line. You should end
up with a total of about seventy 27" strips. It‘s
fine if the pieces do not look perfect; use scissors to trim them down to look more even, if
you want.

Make your baby a Hawk Star with a
terrific, twirly tutu for the half-time
show!

What You’ll Need

6 yards of 54"-wide tulle (if using 3 colors as
shown, 2 yards of each; for a thinner tutu, you
can use a total of 3 yards instead of 6)
1 stretchy headband
Ribbon (optional)
Rotary cutter and mat (scissors will work as well)
Crochet hook (optional)

2. Start from the bottom up, working by color
(for example, my bottom is gray, middle is
blue, and top is green). It may look limp at
the beginning. Don’t worry; your tutu will get
more and more full as you go.

3. Stretch headband apart to be able to see
holes. Fold a strip of tulle in half and thread
the folded end through the first hole, from
the inside as shown.

4. This is when a large crochet hook is super
handy — use it to pull the loop through and
save your fingertips!

6. Thread the ends of tulle through this loop
and pull tight.

7. Repeat this for every hole in headband all the
way around for each color. If making thinner
tutu with 3 yards, do every other hole.

5. Pull tulle through just enough to make a loop.
After the first row is complete, make a second
row of the same color above it for a total of
two rows per color. When threading middle
rows, thread from the front, hooking back
toward you to make the loop. For a thinner
tutu, make only 1 row of each color, skipping
1 row of holes in the headband between each
row of tulle.

8. Continue making rows until all holes are
threaded.

9. Once your tutu is complete, you have the option of adding ribbon, using the same process
of threading to attach.
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